Magic of Rome
Individual packages of few days in Rome that include shuttle transfers and
regular city sightseeing tours.
Languages: multilingual English and Spanish always granted. French, German
and Portuguese according sightseeing tours schedule.

Minitours

Escorted tours

Individual packages of few days with scheduled departures from
Rome. Minitours are partially escorted and composed of regular
city sightseeing tours and shared services. One piece of luggage
per person is allowed.
Due to the high occupancy in Positano during the summer,
availability is not assured.

Escorted tours throughout Italy with scheduled departures.
You will visit world-renowned cities such as Rome, Florence
and Venice, passing through Tuscany and the charming south
of the country with the Amalfi Coast. Accommodation in
selected category hotels and typical Italian cuisine. Professional guides.

Languages: multilingual English and Spanish always granted.
French, German and Portuguese according sightseeing tours
schedule.

Languages: specified for each tour itinerary
Customize your product by choosing additional services

Packages Magic of Rome - Extra night in Rome
Price per person per night B/B:
SGL

3* Category
DBL
TPL

SGL

4* Category
DBL
TPL

01/11/2019-27/12/2019
03/01/2020-15/03/2020

€ 70,00

€ 40,00

€ 36,00

€ 95,00

28/12/2019-02/01/2020
16/03/2020-30/06/2020
01/09/2020-31/10/2020

€ 110,00

€ 70,00

€ 63,00

€ 155,00 € 100,00 € 90,00

01/07/2020-31/08/2020

€ 80,00

€ 45,00

€ 40,00

€ 105,00

€ 55,00

€ 65,00

€ 50,00

€ 60,00

Child up to 2 years free of charge sharing parent’s room
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Precios brutos en €uro

MAGIC OF ROME 1A - 1B
4 days / 3 nights
Daily departure
03/11/2019 - 31/10/2020
RATE INCLUDES:
- Accommodation in the selected category
hotels, on B/B basis,
- Arrival shared transfer with meet and greet
service in english language. Delivery of travel
documents at our representative desk from 8.00
a.m. until 8.00 p.m. Outside the opening hours
the travel documents are delivered at the hotels;
- Departure shared transfer,
- Walkig tour “Discovering Rome” with a local
english speaking guide with hotel pick up;
- Tour to “Vatican Museums” with skip-the-line
tickets and hotel pick up only for Magic of
Rome 1B.
Languages: according to the schedule of the tours.
English and Spanish always guaranteed. French,
Portuguese and German have a reduced operation,
ask for confirmation to the booking dpt.

1A
DAY 1 - ROME
Arrival in Rome and shared transfer to the hotel. Overnight stay.
DAY 2 - ROME
Breakfast at the hotel. Pick up for the walking tour “Discovering Rome”, this 3 hours walking tour will show you
the most famous sites of the city, in a single morning you will travel through centuries of history and discover the
main attractions of the city. Starting the visit from Largo Argentina and continuing through Campo de 'Fiori, Farnese
square, Navona square, Pantheon,Trevi Fountain and Spain square. Rest of the day at leisure. Overnight stay.
DAY 3 - ROME
Breakfast at the hotel. Day at leisure. Overnight stay.
DAY 4 - ROME
Breakfast at the hotel. Shared transfer to the airport. End of our services.

5 days / 4 nights

1B
DAY 1 - ROME
Arrival in Rome and shared transfer to the hotel. Overnight stay.
DAY 2 - ROME
Breakfast at the hotel. Pick up for the walking tour “Discovering Rome”, this 3 hours walking tour will show you
the most famous sites of the city, in a single morning you will travel through centuries of history and discover the
main attractions of the city. Starting the visit from Largo Argentina and continuing through Campo de 'Fiori, Farnese
square, Navona square, Pantheon,Trevi Fountain and Spain square. Rest of the day at leisure. Overnight stay.
DAY 3 - ROME
Breakfast and pick up at the hotel for a guided visit of the Vatican Museums.You will take the beautiful Spiral
staircase and continuing through the Gallery of the Tapestries and the Gallery of the Geographical Maps before
arriving in the famous Sistine Chapel with its magnificent frescoes of the Last Judgement by Michelangelo. Rest
of the day at leisure. Overnight stay.
DAY 4 - ROME
Breakfast at the hotel. Day at leisure. Overnight stay.
DAY 5 - ROME
Breakfast at the hotel. Shared transfer to the airport. End of our services.
Price per person Magic of Rome 1A:

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:

Season

- Flights,
- Any concept not mentioned in the paragraph
“rate includes”;
- City taxes
The schedule of sightseeing tours
might change due to technical needs

03/11/2019-27/12/2019
03/01/2020-15/03/2020

01/07/2020-31/08/2020
28/12/2019-02/01/2020
16/03/2020-30/06/2020
01/09/2020-31/10/2020

CANCELLATION POLICY:
- Until 16 days prior to departure: no fees;
- from 15 days to 8 days prior to departure: 35%
- from 7 days to 4 days prior to departure: 60%
- from 3 days to 24 hours prior to departure: 80%
- less than 24 hours or no-show: 100%
Working days are meant from Monday to Friday

Rome

3*

center

4*

Achimede / Luce
Villafranca

center

4*S

Romanico Palace / Londra

center

Price pp DBL

Price pp TPL

€ 275,00
€ 345,00
€ 410,00
€ 300,00
€ 335,00
€ 410,00
€ 390,00
€ 430,00
€ 545,00

€ 185,00
€ 230,00
€ 280,00
€ 195,00
€ 240,00
€ 280,00
€ 285,00
€ 340,00
€ 410,00

€ 175,00
€ 220,00
€ 260,00
€ 185,00
€ 225,00
€ 255,00
€ 265,00
€ 300,00
€ 380,00

Price per person Magic of Rome 1B:
Season

Locaion

Regio/ San Remo
Montecarlo

Price pp SGL

Child 0/2 years free of charge

03/11/2019-27/12/2019
03/01/2020-15/03/2020
SCHEDULED HOTELS or similar
City Category
Hotel

Cat
3*
4*
4*S
3*
4*
4*S
3*
4*
4*S

01/07/2020-31/08/2020
28/12/2019-02/01/2020
16/03/2020-30/06/2020
01/09/2020-31/10/2020

Cat

Price pp SGL

Price pp DBL

Price pp TPL

3*
4*
4*S
3*
4*
4*S
3*
4*
4*S

€ 400,00
€ 490,00
€ 580,00
€ 430,00
€ 460,00
€ 575,00
€ 540,00
€ 590,00
€ 760,00

€ 285,00
€ 345,00
€ 410,00
€ 300,00
€ 350,00
€ 405,00
€ 410,00
€ 490,00
€ 580,00

€ 270,00
€ 330,00
€ 380,00
€ 280,00
€ 315,00
€ 375,00
€ 380,00
€ 450,00
€ 540,00

Child 0/2 years free of charge

Gross rates in €uro
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MAGIC OF ROME 1C
8 days / 7 nights
DAY 1 - ROME
Arrival in Rome and shared transfer to the hotel. Overnight stay.

Daily departure
03/11/2019 - 31/10/2020

DAY 2 - ROME
Breakfast at the hotel. Pick up for the walking tour “Discovering Rome”, this 3 hours walking tour will show you
the most famous sites of the city, in a single morning you will travel through centuries of history and discover the
main attractions of the city. Starting the visit from Largo Argentina and continuing through Campo de 'Fiori, Farnese
square, Navona square, Pantheon,Trevi Fountain and Spain square. Rest of the day at leisure. Overnight stay.
DAY 3 - ROME
Breakfast and pick up at the hotel for a guided visit of the Vatican Museums.You will take the beautiful Spiral
staircase and continuing through the Gallery of the Tapestries and the Gallery of the Geographical Maps before
arriving in the famous Sixtine Chapel with its magnificent frescoes of the Last Judgement by Michelangelo. Rest
of the day at leisure. Overnight stay.
Day 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - Rome
Breakfast at the hotel. Day at leisure. Overnight stay.

RATE INCLUDES:
- Accommodation in the selected category
hotels, on B/B basis,
- arrival shared transfer with meet and greet
service in english language. Delivery of travel
documents at our representative desk from
8.00a.m. until 8.00 p.m. Outside the opening
hours the travel documents are delivered at
the hotels;
- departure shared transfer,
- walkig tour “Discovering Rome” with a local
english speaking guide with hotel pick up;
- tour to “Vatican Museums” with skip-the-line
tickets and hotel pick up.
Languages: according to the schedule of the tours.
English and Spanish always guaranteed. French,
Portuguese and German have a reduced operation,
ask for confirmation to the booking dpt.

DAY 8 - ROME
Breakfast at the hotel. Shared transfer to the airport. End of our services.

Price per person:
Season
03/11/2019-27/12/2019
03/01/2020-15/03/2020

01/07/2020-31/08/2020
28/12/2019-02/01/2020
16/03/2020-30/06/2020
01/09/2020-31/10/2020

Cat
3*
4*
4*S
3*
4*
4*S
3*
4*
4*S

Price pp SGL
€ 580,00
€ 730,00
€ 920,00
€ 640,00
€ 740,00
€ 920,00
€ 845,00
€ 960,00
€ 1.225,00

Price pp DBL
€ 380,00
€ 480,00
€ 620,00
€ 420,00
€ 490,00
€ 620,00
€ 580,00
€ 730,00
€ 910,00

Price pp TPL
€ 360,00
€ 440,00
€ 570,00
€ 400,00
€ 470,00
€ 580,00
€ 535,00
€ 660,00
€ 840,00

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- any concept not mentioned in the paragraph
“rate includes”;
- city taxes
The schedule of sightseeing tours
might change due to technical needs

CANCELLATION POLICY:
- Until 16 days prior to departure: no fees;
- from 15 days to 8 days prior to departure: 35%
- from 7 days to 4 days prior to departure: 60%
- from 3 days to 24 hours prior to departure: 80%
- less than 24 hours or no-show: 100%
Working days are meant from Monday to Friday

Child 0/2 years free of charge

SCHEDULED HOTELS or similar
City
Categoy
Hotel

Roma
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Locaion

3*

Regio / San Remo
Montecarlo

center

4*

Archimede / Luce
Villafranca

center

4*S

Romanico Palace / Londra

center

Gross rates in €uro

Minitours
2 days / 1 night
Daily departure
01/11/2019-31/10/2020
Blockout dates:
December 24/25/31, January 1
RATE INCLUDES:
- Transport
- Tour director during the first and last day
- Professional local guides
- Headsets in Pompeii
- Entrance tickets to Pompeii with Skip the Line
- Local assistant in Sorrento
- Ferry tickets and Blue Grotto (weather permitting)
only high season
- 1 overnight in 4* hotel (standard room)
- 1 lunch with the real Neapolitan Pizza and a drink
included in Pompeii in low season
- 2 lunches (1 with the real Neapolitan Pizza and a drink
included in Pompeii) in high season
- 1 dinner (dinner dress code: jacket)

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- any concept not mentioned in the paragraph “rate includes”;
- city taxes

THE SORRENTINE PENINSULA
ROME - NAPLES - POMPEII - SORRENTO - ROME
DAY 1 - ROME - NAPLES - POMPEII - SORRENTO
See Southern Italy highlights on your minitour from Rome. Your journey begins heading south along the so-called Sun Highway, crossing the fertile Roman countryside and
the area known as Castelli Romani, dotted with enchanting medieval villages and arriving in Naples, one of the largest and well-known cities in Italy. Short panoramic tour
climbing up to Vomero hill to enjoy beautiful views over the Gulf of Naples with the Vesuvius, Capri, Ischia and Procida and the city below; time to take some nice pictures.
Descending towards the port of Mergellina, you will leave the city and travel south towards Mount Vesuvius and, once you reach the town of Pompeii, you will have lunch
with the real Neapolitan pizza! After lunch, you will enter into one of the most important archaeological sites in the world: a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the ruins of
Pompeii, with Skip the Line entrance and a guided tour. Visit the haunting ruins of Pompeii, traveling back in time to the tragic days in 79 AD when the silent Mount
Vesuvius suddenly erupted, covering the prosperous Roman city in deadly volcanic ashes and poisonous gases, leaving this prosperous city crystallized until our days. You'll
learn how people lived at that time, visiting houses and “bars” of the time, admiring frescoes and mosaics to imagine how rich and prosperous was the city before the
dreadful day. After the visit, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.
DAY 2 - SORRENTO - ROME
* (Winter itinerary novembre/march) Breakfast at the hotel. After breakfast, free time at your disposal for shopping or activities. If you want, you may opt for a visit to
the island of Capri or take an Amalfi Coast excursion (not included). Departure back to Rome in the afternoon.
**(Summer itinerary april/october) After breakfast you’ll be embarked to Capri island. Depending on weather conditions, you’ll take a boat ride to the popular and dreamy
“Grotta Azzurra” (Blue Grotto), where sunlight passes into an underwater cavity and shines through the seawater, creating a magical blue reflection. After returning to the
port you’ll board on a minibus for a scenic drive to Anacapri, 918 feet (280 meters) above the sea level. You’ll see wonderful views of the bay of Naples before continuing
to a local restaurant for lunch. After lunch you can take advantage of some free time to explore Capri at your leisure or to go shopping. Then you’ll return to Marina
Grande back to the mainland to return to Rome.

LANGUAGES:
01/11/19-31/03/20 English/Spanish daily, German on Saturday and
Sunday. Audioguide in the archaeological site of Pompeii in French,
German (monday/friday), Portuguese
01/04/20-31/10/20 English/Spanish/German/French daily. Audioguide
in the archaeological site of Pompeii in Portuguese.

Season

Price pp DBL

Price pp TPL

Child 0/2 years

01/11/2019-31/03/2020

€ 399,00

€ 399,00

free

Single room supplement € 60,00 net
01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 409,00

€ 409,00

free

Single room supplement € 60,00 net

IMPORTANT NOTES:

SCHEDULED HOTELS or similar
City

Hotel

SORRENTO Michelangelo 4*
Gh Vesuvio 4*

Locaion
Centre

- For technical reasons, the order of the tour could be reversed
- Only one piece of luggage per person allowed
- Price valid for maximum of 2 rooms

IMPORTANT NOTES:
*During winter the excursion to Capri is not scheduled,
clients will have time at leisure in Sorrento.
**During summer the excursion to Capri is only carried out
if the conditions of the sea allow the shipment from the
port. Otherwise a visit on foot of the isle will be done.
During high season some waiting time is possible. We
recommend comfortable clothing and footwear to facilitate
the transfer to ferries and rowing boats.

CANCELLATION POLICY:
-

Until 16 days prior to departure: no fees;
from 15 days to 8 days prior to departure: 25%
from 7 days to 5 days prior to departure: 50%
from 4 days to 24 hours prior to departure or No-show: 100%
Working days are meant from Monday to Friday

Daily departure
01/11/2019-31/10/2020
Blockout dates:
December 24/25/31, January 1
LOS PRECIOS INCLUYEN:
-

Transport
Tour director during the first and last day
Professional local guides
Headsets in Pompeii
Entrance tickets to Pompeii with Skip the Line
Local assistant in Sorrento
Ferry tickets and Blue Grotto (weather permitting)
only high season
2 overnights in 4* hotel (standard room)
1 lunch with the real Neapolitan Pizza and a drink
included in Pompeii in low season
2 lunches (1 with the real Neapolitan Pizza and a drink
included in Pompeii) in high season
2 dinners (dinner dress code: jacket)

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- any concept not mentioned in the paragraph “rate includes”;
- city taxes

LANGUAGES:
01/11/19-31/03/20 English/Spanish daily, German on Saturday and
Sunday. Audioguide in the archaeological site of Pompeii in French,
German (monday/friday), Portuguese
01/04/20-31/10/20 English/Spanish/German/French daily. Audioguide
in the archaeological site of Pompeii in Portuguese.

Gross rates in €uro

3 days / 2 nights
ROME - NAPLES - POMPEII - SORRENTO - ROME
DAY 1 - ROME - NAPLES - POMPEII - SORRENTO

See Southern Italy highlights on your minitour from Rome. Your journey begins heading south along the so-called Sun Highway, crossing the fertile Roman countryside and the area known as Castelli Romani, dotted with enchanting medieval villages
and arriving in Naples, one of the largest and well-known cities in Italy. Short panoramic tour climbing up to Vomero hill to enjoy beautiful views over the Gulf of Naples with the Vesuvius, Capri, Ischia and Procida and the city below; time to take
some nice pictures. Descending towards the port of Mergellina, you will leave the city and travel south towards Mount Vesuvius and, once you reach the town of Pompeii, you will have lunch with the real Neapolitan pizza! After lunch, you will enter
into one of the most important archaeological sites in the world: a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the ruins of Pompeii, with Skip the Line entrance and a guided tour. Visit the haunting ruins of Pompeii, traveling back in time to the tragic days
in 79 AD when the silent Mount Vesuvius suddenly erupted, covering the prosperous Roman city in deadly volcanic ashes and poisonous gases, leaving this prosperous city crystallized until our days. You'll learn how people lived at that time, visiting
houses and “bars” of the time, admiring frescoes and mosaics to imagine how rich and prosperous was the city before the dreadful day. After the visit, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket
for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

DAY 2 - SORRENTO - CAPRI - SORRENTO

* (Winter itinerary novembre/march) Breakfast at the hotel. After breakfast, free time at your disposal for shopping or activities. If you want, you may opt for a visit to the island of Capri or take an Amalfi Coast excursion (not included). Dinner
and overnight in hotel.
**(Summer itinerary april/october) After breakfast you’ll be embarked to Capri island. Depending on weather conditions, you’ll take a boat ride to the popular and dreamy “Grotta Azzurra” (Blue Grotto), where sunlight passes into an underwater
cavity and shines through the seawater, creating a magical blue reflection. After returning to the port you’ll board on a minibus for a scenic drive to Anacapri, 918 feet (280 meters) above the sea level. You’ll see wonderful views of the bay of
Naples before continuing to a local restaurant for lunch. After lunch you can take advantage of some free time to explore Capri at your leisure or to go shopping. Then you’ll return to Marina Grande back to the mainland to return to Sorrento.

DAY 3 - SORRENTO - ROME

Breakfast at the hotel and free time. Departure back to Rome in the afternoon.

Season

Price pp DBL

Price pp TPL

Child 0/2 years

01/11/2019-31/03/2020

€ 517,00

€ 517,00

free

Single room supplement € 115,00 net
01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 527,00

€ 527,00

free

Single room supplement € 115,00 net
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SCHEDULED HOTELS or similar
City

Hotel

SORRENTO Michelangelo 4*
Gh Vesuvio 4*

Locaion
Centre

Minitours
3 days - 2 nights
Daily departure
01/05/2020-31/10/2020

THE AMALFI COAST
ROME - NAPLES - POMPEII - MINORI/AMALFI AREA - ROME

RATE INCLUDES:

DAY 1 - ROME - NAPLES - POMPEII - MINORI
See southern Italy highlights on your first day minitour from Rome. Departure by coach heading south crossing the regions of Lazio and Campania. The first stop is Naples, one of the most
enchanting cities in the Mediterranean famous worldwide for its rich history, art, culture and gastronomy, where you will take a short panoramic tour to discover its beauty from the comfort
of your coach climbing up the Vomero hill. The town overlooks the bay of Naples which extends from the Sorrento peninsula to vulcanic area of Phlegrean fields, and the skyline is dominated
by the majestic and still active volcano Vesuvius, offering an impressive sight perfect to take stunning pictures. Descending towards the port of Mergellina, you will leave the city and travel south
towards Mount Vesuvius and, once you reach the town of Pompeii, you will have lunch with the real Neapolitan pizza! After lunch, you will enter into one of the most important archaeological
sites in the world: a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the ruins of Pompeii, with Skip the Line entrance and a guided tour. Through the remains and ruins of this ancient city you will learn how
the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD destroyed the city, killing its inhabitants and burying it under tons of ash. The site was lost for about 1,500 years until its initial rediscovery and the
objects beneath the city have been well-preserved for centuries. So you can walk along the ancient streets for a glimpse into the lives of the Romans, discovering ancient houses, bakeries and
shops and imagine the everyday life in the Roman times. Leaving Pompeii, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving to Minori. Check-in at your hotel, dinner and overnight.

DAY 2 - MINORI
Enjoy a leisurely day exploring the wonderful city of Minori, home to the splendid Villa Marittima Romana, an ancient roman villa considered to be one of the most important monuments on
the whole Amalfi Coast. Minori is a popular tourist destination for pastry products, delights that attract many tourists every year in search of the coastal flavours. For this reason it is known
as the City of Taste, and for its mild and pleasant climate is called Eden of the Amalfi Coast. Dinner and overnight.

Day 3 - MINORI - ROME
After breakfast at your hotel, spend a leisurely morning doing some last minute sightseeing or some shopping in Minori. Around 2:00 in the afternoon, departure for Pompeii, continuing on to
Rome, where the tour will come to an end (estimated arrival in Rome is 9:00 pm).
a on

c

L

c

L

c

- Full day regular excursion to Pompeii with real Neapolitan
Pizza and a drink included for lunch (our tour 13)
- 2 nights in Minori HB
- Roundtrip transfer Pompeii / Minori hotel by private car
- Transfer back from Pompeii to Rome by deluxe motor coach

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- any concept not mentioned in the paragraph “rate includes”;
- city taxes

LANGUAGES:
Multilingual: English/Spanish/German/French, audioguide in
Portuguese in Pompeii

L
Hoteles previstos o similares

01/05/2020-29/07/2020
30/09/2020-31/10/2020
30/07/2020-29/09/2020

City

Hotel

Locaion

Minori

Villa Romana 4

Centre

IMPORTANT NOTES:
- For technical reasons, the order of the tour could be reversed
- Only one piece of luggage per person allowed
- Price valid for maximum of 2 rooms

CANCELLATION POLICY:
-

Until 16 days prior to departure: no fees;
from 15 days to 8 days prior to departure: 25%
from 7 days to 5 days prior to departure: 50%
from 4 days to 24 hours prior to departure or No-show: 100%
Working days are meant from Monday to Friday

3 days - 2 nights
ROME - NAPLES - POMPEII - AMALFI - ROME
DAY 1 - ROME - NAPLES - POMPEII - AMALFI
See southern Italy highlights on your first day minitour from Rome. Departure by coach heading south crossing the regions of Lazio and Campania. The first stop is Naples, one of the most
enchanting cities in the Mediterranean famous worldwide for its rich history, art, culture and gastronomy, where you will take a short panoramic tour to discover its beauty from the comfort
of your coach climbing up the Vomero hill. The town overlooks the bay of Naples which extends from the Sorrento peninsula to vulcanic area of Phlegrean fields, and the skyline is dominated
by the majestic and still active volcano Vesuvius, offering an impressive sight perfect to take stunning pictures. Descending towards the port of Mergellina, you will leave the city and travel south
towards Mount Vesuvius and, once you reach the town of Pompeii, you will have lunch with the real Neapolitan pizza! After lunch, you will enter into one of the most important archaeological
sites in the world: a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the ruins of Pompeii, with Skip the Line entrance and a guided tour. Through the remains and ruins of this ancient city you will learn how
the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD destroyed the city, killing its inhabitants and burying it under tons of ash. The site was lost for about 1,500 years until its initial rediscovery and the
objects beneath the city have been well-preserved for centuries. So you can walk along the ancient streets for a glimpse into the lives of the Romans, discovering ancient houses, bakeries and
shops and imagine the everyday life in the Roman times. Leaving Pompeii, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving to Amalfi. Check-in at your hotel, dinner and overnight.

DAY 2 - AMALFI
Enjoy a leisurely day exploring the wonderful ancient Capital of the Maritime Republic of Amalfi, taking in the city’s main sites, plunging into the waters of the gulf of Salerno, or sipping on
some of the locally-produced limoncello. Return to your hotel for some well-deserved rest. Dinner and overnight.

DAY 3 - AMALFI - ROME
After breakfast at your hotel, spend a leisurely morning doing some last minute sightseeing or some shopping in Amalfi. Around 3:00 in the afternoon, departure for Pompeii, continuing on to
Rome, where the tour will come to an end (estimated arrival in Rome is 9:00 pm).
a on

o

01/11/2019-30/03/2020
31/03/2020-08/04/2020
13/04/2020-22/04/2020
04/05/2020-30/05/2020
01/10/2020-31/10/2020

c

L

c

L

c

Daily departure
01/11/2019-31/10/2020
Blockout dates:
December 23/25/27/28/29/31,
January 1
RATE INCLUDES:
- Full day regular excursion to Pompeii with real Neapolitan
Pizza and a drink included for lunch (T13)
- 2 nights in Amalfi (Nov/Mar en BB, Abr/Oct en HB)
- Roundtrip transfer Pompeii / Amalfi hotel by private car
- Transfer back from Pompeii to Rome by deluxe motor coach

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- any concept not mentioned in the paragraph “rate includes”;
- city taxes

L

Suppl.pp departures 26th December + 2nd January

LANGUAGES:
3*

01/11/19-31/03/20 English/Spanish daily, German on Saturday and
Sunday. Audioguide in the archaeological site of Pompeii in French,
German (monday/friday), Portuguese
01/04/20-31/10/20 English/Spanish/German/French daily. Audioguide in
the archaeological site of Pompeii in Portuguese.

09/04/2020-12/04/2020
23/04/2020-03/05/2020
31/05/2020-30/09/2020

SCHEDULED HOTELS or similar
01/11/2019-30/03/2020
01/04/2020-18/07/2020
02/10/2020-31/10/2020

Suppl.pp departures 26th December + 2nd January

City

4

Amalﬁ

19/07/2020-01/10/2020
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Hotel

Locaion

Fontana 3*
Lidomare 3*

Centre
Centre

Miramalﬁ 4

Suburb

o

a

n

o

Minitours
3 days / 2 nights
Daily departure
01/11/2019-31/10/2020
RATE INCLUDES:
-

2 nights in San Giovanni Rrotondo on B/B basis
private transfer by car Foggia/San Giovanni Rotondo/Foggia
train tickets Rome/Foggia & Foggia/Rome in 2nd class.
self guided tour

SPIRITUAL TOUR
ROME - FOGGIA - SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO - ROME
DAY 1 - ROME - SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO
Board a train from Rome Termini to Foggia, where you will meet your private car and driver, who will take you to your hotel in San Giovanni
Rotondo, home of the Shrine of Padre Pio (opportunity to stop at Monte Sant’Angelo with a supplement). Settle into your hotel to rest up for
the day ahead.

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- any concept not mentioned in the paragraph “rate includes”;
- city taxes

DAY 2 - SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO
After breakfast at your hotel, spend the day exploring this fascinating city on your own. From July 28, 1916 until his death on September 23,
1968, Padre Pio, famous for his stigmata, called San Giovanni Rotondo his home. The miracle of his stigmata was recognized by the Pope after
the approval of the three commissions canonically required. The Medical Consultations of the Congregation for the Causes of Saints examined the
case, and with a unanimous vote judged it “scientifically inexplicable.” On June 16, 2002 John Paul II declared Padre Pio a Saint of the Catholic
Church. Millions of people exulted with joy and participated in the ceremony at Saint Peter’s Square. His body was exhumed in March of 2009
and displayed at Santa Maria delle Grazie shrine, where it stayed until September 2009. After this intense day, return to your hotel for some
well-earned rest.
DAY 3 - SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO - ROME
Enjoy breakfast at your hotel before your private car takes you back to Foggia train station, where you will depart to Rome for the conclusion
of your tour.

CANCELLATION POLICY:
-

Until 15 days prior to departure: no fees;
from 14 days to 7 days prior to departure: 25%
from 6 days to 4 days prior to departure: 50%
from 3 days prior to departure or no-show: 100%
Working days are meant from Monday to Friday

Season

Hotel

Price pp SGL

Price pp DBL

Price pp TPL

01/11/2019-27/02/2020

3*
4*

28/02/2020-31/10/2020

3*
4*

€ 487,00
€ 549,00
€ 504,00
€ 585,00

€ 379,00
€ 399,00
€ 379,00
€ 429,00

€ 319,00
€ 355,00
€ 319,00
€ 374,00

SCHEDULED HOTELS or similar
City

Hotel

Locaion

San Giovanni Gran Paradiso 4* Suburban
Rotondo
Fini 3*
Suburban

No reduced price for children

3 days - 2 nights
Daily departure
01/11/2019-31/10/2020
Blockout dates:
December 7/8/9/10/11/12
RATE INCLUDES:
-

2 nights in Loreto on B/B basis
roundtrip train tickets 2nd class from Rome to Ancona
roundtrip private transfer from Ancona to hotel in Loreto
self guided tour

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- any concept not mentioned in the paragraph “rate includes”;
- city taxes

RELIGIOUS TOUR
ROME - LORETO - ROME
DAY 1 - ROME - LORETO
Departure from Rome Termini train station and board on the train direct to Ancona. At your arrival, after meet your driver, you will be transferred
to your hotel in Loreto. Overnight in hotel.
DAY 2 - LORETO
Breakfast in hotel. Free day to visit the Marian cult capital. Loreto has shape of a great gigantic sanctuary, protected by great walls and bastions
built in the XVI century. The history of the “Shrine of the Holy House” begins in the XIII century with the transportation from the Holy Land
of the Nazareth house where Virgin Mary lived in. This precious relic was transported in Italy after the defeat of the Christian armies, against
the islamic hordes, during the time of Cruzades. The heart of the city is the Virgin Mary Square. Adorned by a beautiful baroque fountain in
front of the stunning Basilica, built between the late gothic period and the Renaissance, in order to protect the Holy House, where Mary received
the Archangel Annoucement, from massive pilgrimage. The relic is inside the Basilica, under the amazing Cupola and protected with a marble
screen, designed by Bramante. Inside the Holy House there’s a niche containing a black statue of Virgin Mary. Don’t miss the chance to visit also
the Museum- Pinacoteca where you can admire masterpieces of Lorenzo Lotto and an important collection of ceramic artworks. The museum is
inside the Apostolique Palace, in westnorth side of Virgin Square. The tour can continue around Boccalini street shops, through beautiful Piazzale
Loreto apses and finally enjoy a great panoramic city view from Giovanni XXIII square. Overnight in hotel.
DAY 3 - LORETO - ROME
Enjoy breakfast at your hotel before your private car takes you back to Ancona train station, where you will depart to Rome by train. Arrival
at the train station Roma Termini and end of our services.
Season
01/11/2019-28/03/2020
29/03/2020-31/10/2020

Hotel

Price pp SGL

Price pp DBL

Price pp TPL

3*

€ 419,00
€ 443,00

€ 287,00
€ 310,00

€ 245,00
€ 268,00

Child 0/4 free if sharing parents' bed

Gross rates in €uro
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SCHEDULED HOTELS or similar
City

Hotel

Location

Loreto

San Gabriele 3*

Central

Minitours
5 days - 4 nights
Daily departure
01/04/2020-31/10/2020

SPLENDID TOUR
ROME - NAPLES - POMPEII - AMALFI - CAPRI - ROME

RATE INCLUDES:

DAY 1 - ROME - NAPLES - POMPEII - AMALFI
See southern Italy highlights on your first day minitour from Rome. Departure by coach heading south crossing the regions of Lazio and Campania. The first stop is Naples, one of the most
enchanting cities in the Mediterranean famous worldwide for its rich history, art, culture and gastronomy, where you will take a short panoramic tour to discover its beauty from the comfort of
your coach climbing up the Vomero hill. The town overlooks the bay of Naples which extends from the Sorrento peninsula to vulcanic area of Phlegrean fields, and the skyline is dominated by
the majestic and still active volcano Vesuvius, offering an impressive sight perfect to take stunning pictures. Descending towards the port of Mergellina, you will leave the city and travel south towards
Mount Vesuvius and, once you reach the town of Pompeii, you will have lunch with the real Neapolitan pizza! After lunch, you will enter into one of the most important archaeological sites in the
world: a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the ruins of Pompeii, with Skip the Line entrance and a guided tour. Through the remains and ruins of this ancient city you will learn how the eruption
of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD destroyed the city, killing its inhabitants and burying it under tons of ash. The site was lost for about 1,500 years until its initial rediscovery and the objects beneath
the city have been well-preserved for centuries. So you can walk along the ancient streets for a glimpse into the lives of the Romans, discovering ancient houses, bakeries and shops and imagine
the everyday life in the Roman times. Leaving Pompeii, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving to Amalfi. Check-in at your hotel, dinner and overnight.

DAY 2 - AMALFI
Enjoy a leisurely day exploring the wonderful ancient Capital of the Maritime Republic of Amalfi, taking in the city’s main sites, plunging into the waters of the gulf of Salerno, or sipping on
some of the locally-produced limoncello. Return to your hotel for some well-deserved rest. Dinner and overnight

- Full day regular excursion to Pompeii with real Neapolitan
Pizza and a drink included for lunch (our tour 13)
- Transfer from Pompeii to Amalfi hotel by private car
- 2 nights in Amalfi HB
- Transfer from Amalfi hotel to Capri hotel
- Ferry tickets Sorrento/Capri & Capri/Naples
- 2 nights in Capri BB
- Transfer back from Naples to Rome by deluxe motor coach

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- any concept not mentioned in the paragraph “rate includes”;
- city taxes

DAY 3 - AMALFI - CAPRI
After breakfast at your hotel, spend the morning strolling the streets of Amalfi, visiting charming places you might have missed the day before. Around 10:00 am, transfer to Sorrento, where
you will board on the ferry to Capri. Check-in at your new hotel and enjoy a night of good sleep.

DAY 4 - CAPRI
Set out early to discover the beauty of Capri at your own pace. Depending on weather and sea conditions, you could choose an optional visit on a small rowboat to the famous and mysterious
Blue Grotto. Return to your hotel for your last evening in Capri.

LANGUAGES:
Multilingual English/Spanish/German, French audioguide in
Portuguese in Pompeii

DAY 5 - CAPRI - ROME
After breakfast at the hotel, spend a leisurely morning doing some last minute sightseeing or shopping in Capri. Between 4:00/4:30 in the afternoon, board on the ferry to Naples and then
you will head to Rome, where the tour will come to an end (estimated arrival in Rome is 9:00 pm).
Season

Hotel

01/04/2020-26/05/2020
27/05/2020-27/10/2020
01/04/2020-23/04/2020
01/10/2020-31/10/2020

3*

4*

24/04/2020-30/09/2020

Price pp SGL

Price pp DBL

Price pp TPL

€ 1.170,00

€ 858,00

€ 760,00

Child 0/2 years

free

€ 1.283,00

€ 940,00

€ 830,00

free

€ 1.341,00

€ 1.009,00

€ 927,00

free

€ 1.559,00

€ 1.133,00

€ 993,00

free

IMPORTANT NOTES:

SCHEDULED HOTELS or similar
City

Hotel

Amalﬁ

Fontana 3*
Centre
Lidomare 3*
Centre
La Bussola 4*
Centre
Luna Convento 4* Suburban

Capri

La Bouganville 3* Centre
La Floridiana 4*S Panoramic

5 days - 4 nights

- For technical reasons, the order of the tour could be reversed
- Only one piece of luggage per person allowed
- Price valid for maximum of 2 rooms

CANCELLATION POLICY:
-

Until 16 days prior to departure: no fees;
from 15 days to 8 days prior to departure: 35%
from 7 days to 4 days prior to departure: 60%
from 3 days to 24 hours prior to departure: 80%
less than 24 hours or no-show: 100%
Working days are meant from Monday to Friday

SOUTHERN PEARLS
ROME - NAPLES - POMPEII - SORRENTO - CAPRI - ROME
DAY 1 - ROME - NAPLES - POMPEII - SORRENTO
See southern Italy highlights on your first day minitour from Rome. Departure by coach heading south crossing the regions of Lazio and Campania. The first stop is Naples, one of
the most enchanting cities in the Mediterranean famous worldwide for its rich history, art, culture and gastronomy, where you will take a short panoramic tour to discover its beauty
from the comfort of your coach climbing up the Vomero hill. The town overlooks the bay of Naples which extends from the Sorrento peninsula to vulcanic area of Phlegrean fields, and
the skyline is dominated by the majestic and still active volcano Vesuvius, offering an impressive sight perfect to take stunning pictures. Descending towards the port of Mergellina,
you will leave the city and travel south towards Mount Vesuvius and, once you reach the town of Pompeii, you will have lunch with the real Neapolitan pizza! After lunch, you will
enter into one of the most important archaeological sites in the world: a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the ruins of Pompeii, with Skip the Line entrance and a guided tour.
Through the remains and ruins of this ancient city you will learn how the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD destroyed the city, killing its inhabitants and burying it under tons
of ash. The site was lost for about 1,500 years until its initial rediscovery and the objects beneath the city have been well-preserved for centuries. So you can walk along the ancient
streets for a glimpse into the lives of the Romans, discovering ancient houses, bakeries and shops and imagine the everyday life in the Roman times. After the visit, you will drive
along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.
DAY 2 - SORRENTO
Spend a leisurely day exploring Sorrento, the jewel of the Sorrentine Peninsula that is famous for the cultivation of oranges, lemon and olive trees. Return to your hotel for dinner and an overnight stay.
Day 3 - SORRENTO - CAPRI
After breakfast you’ll be embarked to Capri island. Depending on weather conditions, you’ll take a boat ride to the popular and dreamy “Grotta Azzurra” (Blue Grotto), where
sunlight passes into an underwater cavity and shines through the seawater, creating a magical blue reflection. After returning to the port you’ll board on a minibus for a scenic
drive to Anacapri, 918 feet (280 meters) above the sea level. You’ll see wonderful views of the bay of Naples before continuing to a local restaurant for lunch. After lunch you
can take advantage of some free time to explore Capri at your leisure or to go shopping and, in the afternoon, you will check in at your new hotel for a well-deserved rest.
DAY 4 - CAPRI ISLAND
Set out early to discover the beauty of Capri at your own pace. Explore the many shops and restaurants of this wonderful island or take a swim in the gulf of Naples. If the excursion
to the Blue Grotto was not possible on day 3 due to sea conditions, you may choose to take the row boat excursion today. Return to your hotel for your last evening in Capri.
DAY 5 - CAPRI - ROME
After breakfast at your hotel, do some last minute sightseeing or shopping in Capri. Between 4:00/4:30 in the afternoon board on the ferry to Naples and then you will head
to Rome, where the tour will come to an end (estimated arrival in Rome is 9:00 pm).

Departure daily
01/04/2020-31/10/2020
RATE INCLUDES:
- Full day regular excursion to Pompeii with real Neapolitan
Pizza and a drink included for lunch (our tour 13)
- Transfer from Pompeii to Sorrento hotel
- 2 nights in Sorrento HB
- Full day regular tour of Capri with p/up from hotel in
Sorrento and drop off at hotel in Capri
- Lunch in Capri
- Visit to Blue Grotto included (weather permitting)
- 2 nights in Capri BB
- Transfer from Capri hotel to Capri harbour
- Roundtrip Ferry tickets Capri/Naples or Sorrento
- Return from Naples or Sorrento to Rome by deluxe motor coach
Multilingual English/Spanish/German, audioguide in
Portuguese in Pompeii

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- assistance in Positano,
- any concept not mentioned in the paragraph “rate includes”;
- city taxes

LANGUAGES:
Multilingual English/Spanish/German, French audioguide in
Portuguese in Pompeii

SCHEDULES HOTELS or similar

Season

Hotel

Price pp SGL

Price pp DBL

Price pp TPL

3*

€ 1.179,00

€ 917,00

€ 857,00

free

4*

€ 1.355,00

€ 1.046,00

€ 968,00

free

01/04/2020-31/10/2020

Child 0/2 years

City

Hotel
Central 4*

Sorrento
Capri
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Michelangelo 4*

Centre
Panoramic
Centre

La Bouganville 3*
La Floridiana 4*S

Centre
Panoramic

Gross rates in €uro

Escorted tours
4 Days - 3 Nights
3 meals

FANTASIA ITALIANA
RATE INCLUDES:
- accommodation in the selected catergory,
- 3 nights accommodation being 2 nights in Florence
and 1 in Venice,
- visit with local guide in Florence
- daily breakfast and 3 meals (drinks not included).

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- city tax,
- drinks.

LANGUAGES:
English, Spanish, Portuguese

CANCELLATION POLICY:
-

Until 15 days prior to departure: no fees;
from 14 days to 7 days prior to departure: 10%
from 6 days to 3 days prior to departure: 25%
from 2 days to 24 hours prior to departure or No-show: 100%
Working days are meant from Monday to Friday

ROME - ASSISI - SIENA - FLORENCE - BOLOGNA - PADUA - VENICE
DAY 1 - ROME - ASSISI - SIENA FLORENCE
Departing at 7:15 am from the Hotel Massimo
D’Azeglio (Via Cavour, 18) by a deluxe coach,
you will arrive in Assisi, ready to explore, at
your own leisure, this tiny town surrounded
by walls, built in the Middle Ages. Take your
time to visit the basilica of St. Francis, where
you will see masterpieces by Giotto and
Cimabue and, then, have free time for lunch
(not included). Board on the bus to reach
Siena, a Unesco World Heritage Site, world-known for the Palio, the historical horse race
around the shell-shaped town square: Piazza
del Campo. Next, you will continue on to
Florence, where you will check in at your hotel
before enjoying dinner and a well-earned night
of rest.

DAY 2 - FLORENCE
After breakfast, you will spend the day
venturing around beautiful Florence, the
“Cradle of Renaissance”, where, with the help
of Michelangelo, Italian art reached its pinnacle.
Based on etruscan-roman origins, the city
flourished in the Middle Ages as a free
“Comune” and was further refined during the
Renaissance. You will be fascinated by the
uncountable monuments, churches and
buildings as Santa Maria del Fiore, more
commonly referred to as the Duomo. On
your visit, you will be amazed by its magnificent
dome built by Filippo Brunelleschi. Cross a
small piazza to see the “Campanile” tower
(partly designed by Giotto) and the Baptistery,
with its bronze doors where Michelangelo
imagined the “Gates of Paradise.” In the heart
of the city, you will see Piazza della Signoria,
Palazzo della Signoria (also known as Palazzo
Vecchio), and the Basilica of Santa Croce.
Lunch in a typical Tuscan restaurant in Piazza
Santa Croce. Spend the afternoon strolling the
cobblestone streets of Florence on your own
or take a short trip to Pisa (optional), one of
the four main historical Marine Republics of
Italy. There, you will tour the Piazza dei
Miracoli with the Duomo, Pisa’s symbol “the
Leaning Tower” and the Baptistery. Dinner at
leisure, overnight stay in Florence.

beautiful city built by man! Check in at your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 4 - VENICE
Tour ends after breakfast. You may opt for an extension in Venice or in other locations as
Milan, Como or the region of the Northern Lakes.

DEPARTURE DATES 01/11/2019-31/03/2020:
Shoulder Season
December 2019
Low Season
November 2019

23

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

11

18

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

December 2019

9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

January 2020

13

27

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

February 2020

10

24

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

March 2020

9

6

23

30*

-

-

-

-

-

-

DEPARTURE DATES 01/04/2020-31/10/2019:
Shoulder Season
August 2020
High Season
April 2020

1

3

8

10

15

17

22

24

6

13

20

27

-

-

-

-

-

-

May 2020

2

4

9

11

16

18

23

25

30

-

June 2020

1

6

8

13

15

20

22

27

29

-

July 2020

4

6

11

13

18

20

25

27

-

-

August 2020

29

31

September 2020

5

7

12

14

19

21

26

28

-

October 2020

3

5

10

12

17

19

24

26

-

PRICE PER PERSON 01/11/2019-31/03/2020:
CAT. TOURIST SUPERIOR
DBL/TPL
SUP SGL

Shoulder Season
Low Season
Sup. Deluxe Canal View

Gross rates in €uro
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€ 585,00
€ 532,00
-

€ 199,00
€ 188,00
-

1st CAT. VENICE ISLAND
DBL/TPL
SUP SGL

€ 668,00
€ 597,00
€ 25,00 / € 17,00

€ 224,00
€ 210,00
€ 50,00

*Departure on 30th of march available in Tourist category only
Child 0/6 years free of charge if sharing parent’s room

DAY 3 FLORENCE - BOLOGNA PADUA - VENICE
After breakfast in Florence, departure to
Bologna. There, you will discover the elegant
city centre with its “porticos”, its shopping
streets and so on. From Piazza Malpighi you
will walk to Piazza del Nettuno and Piazza
Maggiore (Neptune square and Major square)
in the heart of the city, then King Renzo’s
Palace; Palazzo Podestà and the basilica of San
Petronio, one of the biggest in the world.
Bologna it’s a real gourmet’s heaven…don’t
miss a tasty meal at your own leisure! In the
afternoon, continue toward Padua, with
Sant’Antonio Basilica: one of the most visited
churches by pilgrims of the catholic world.
Later in the afternoon, arrival in Venice: the
City of Love, one of the most romantic cities
of the whole world and, undoubtedly the most

-

PRICE PER PERSON 01/04/2020-31/10/2020:
CAT. TOURIST SUPERIOR
DBL/TPL
SUP SGL

Shoulder Season
Low Season
Sup. Deluxe Canal View

€ 645,00
€ 699,00
-

€ 228,00
€ 238,00
-

1st CAT. VENICE ISLAND
DBL/TPL
SUP SGL

€ 745,00
€ 795,00
€ 42,50 / € 29,00

€ 258,00
€ 278,00
€ 85,00

Child 0/6 years free of charge if sharing parent’s room

HOTELS:
CAT. TOURIST SUPERIOR

1st CAT. VENICE ISLAND

FLORENCE

RAFFAELLO 4*

RAFFAELLO 4*

VENICE

DELFINO (MESTRE) 4*

SANTA CHIARA 4*

Escorted tours
5 Days / 4 Nights
4 meals

FANTASIA ITALIANA
ROME - ASSISI - SIENA - FLORENCE - BOLOGNA - PADUA - VENICE
TUSCANY WINE REGION (traditional lunch in Montepulciano) - ROME
DAY 1 - ROME - ASSISI - SIENA - FLORENCE
Departing at 7:15 am from the Hotel Massimo
D’Azeglio (Via Cavour, 18) by a deluxe coach, you will
arrive in Assisi, ready to explore, at your own leisure,
this tiny town surrounded by walls, built in the Middle
Ages. Take your time to visit the basilica of St. Francis,
where you will see masterpieces by Giotto and
Cimabue and, then, have free time for lunch (not
included). Board on the bus to reach Siena, a Unesco
World Heritage Site, world-known for the Palio, the
historical horse race around the shell-shaped town
square: Piazza del Campo. Next, you will continue on
to Florence, where you will check in at your hotel
before enjoying dinner and a well-earned night of rest.

DAY 2 - FLORENCE
After breakfast, you will spend the day venturing
around beautiful Florence, the “Cradle of Renaissance”, where, with the help of Michelangelo, Italian art
reached its pinnacle. Based on etruscanroman origins,
the city flourished in the Middle Ages as a free
“Comune” and was further refined during the
Renaissance. You will be fascinated by the uncountable
monuments, churches and buildings as Santa Maria del
Fiore, more commonly referred to as the Duomo. On
your visit, you will be amazed by its magnificent dome
built by Filippo Brunelleschi. Cross a small piazza to see
the “Campanile” tower (partly designed by Giotto)
and the Baptistery, with its bronze doors where
Michelangelo imagined the “Gates of Paradise.” In the
heart of the city, you will see Piazza della Signoria,
Palazzo della Signoria (also known as Palazzo Vecchio),
and the Basilica of Santa Croce. Lunch in a typical
Tuscan restaurant in Piazza Santa Croce. Spend the
afternoon strolling the cobblestone streets of Florence
on your own or take a short trip to Pisa (optional),
one of the four main historical Marine Republics of
Italy. There, you will tour the Piazza dei Miracoli with
the Duomo, Pisa’s symbol “the Leaning Tower” and
the Baptistery. Dinner at leisure, overnight stay in
Florence.

DAY 3 - FLORENCE - BOLOGNA - PADUA VENICE
After breakfast in Florence, departure to Bologna.
There, you will discover the elegant city centre with its
“porticos”, its shopping streets and so on. From Piazza
Malpighi you will walk to Piazza del Nettuno and Piazza
Maggiore (Neptune square and Major square) in the
heart of the city, then King Renzo’s Palace; Palazzo
Podestà and the basilica of San Petronio, one of the
biggest in the world. Bologna it’s a real gourmet’s
heaven…don’t miss a tasty meal at your own leisure!
In the afternoon, continue toward Padua, with
Sant’Antonio Basilica: one of the most visited churches
by pilgrims of the catholic world.Later in the
afternoon, arrival in Venice: the City of Love, one of
the most romantic cities of the whole world and,
undoubtedly the most beautiful city built by man!
Check in at your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 4 - VENICE
After breakfast, enjoy your private water-taxi transfer
to Piazza San Marco, with “Skip the Line” tickets to
visit the splendid St. Mark’s Basilica and, after this,
check out the most iconic places of the “Floating City”:
the Palazzo dei Dogi, symbol of Venice’s glorious past,
the legendary “Bridge of Sighs”. Spend the afternoon
roaming along Venice’s canals at your leisure and then
return to the hotel and overnight.

RATE INCLUDES:

DAY 5 - VENICE - TUSCANY WINE REGION (MONTEPULCIANO) - ROME
After breakfast, departure from Piazzale Rome heading to Tuscany, world-known for its landscapes, its
churches and castles and its delicious wines. You will proceed to Val di Chiana with a stop in Montepulciano,
a medieval town rich in history and art. Known for its “Nobile” wine, on purchase in local wine houses,
Montepulciano also hosts an annual Jazz and Wine Festival every July. Lunch in a typical restaurant included.
After lunch, quick stop to spend some free time. In the evening, you will arrive in Rome, where the tour ends.

DEPARTURE DATES 01/11/2019-31/03/2020:

- accommodation in the selected catergory,
- 4 nights accommodation being 2 nights in Florence
and 2 in Venice,
- visit with local guide in Florence and Venice;
- visit the Basilica of St. Marks with no line,
- daily breakfast and 4 meals (drinks not included)

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- city taxes,
- drinks.

LANGUAGES:

Shoulder Season
December 2019
Low Season
November 2019

23

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

11

18

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

December 2019

9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

January 2020

13

27

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

February 2020

10

24

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

March 2020

9

16

23

30

-

-

-

-

-

-

English, Spanish, Portuguese

CANCELLATION POLICY:
-

Until 15 days prior to departure: no fees;
from 14 days to 7 days prior to departure: 10%
from 6 days to 3 days prior to departure: 25%
from 2 days to 24 hours prior to departure or No-show: 100%
Working days are meant from Monday to Friday

DEPARTURE DATES 01/04/2020-31/10/2020:
Shoulder Season
August 2020
1
High Season
April 2020
6

3

8

10

15

17

22

24

13

20

27

-

-

-

-

-

-

May 2020

2

4

9

11

16

18

25

30

-

-

June 2020

1

6

8

13

15

20

22

27

29

-

July 2020

4

6

11

13

18

20

25

27

-

-

August 2020

29

31

September 2020 5

7

12

14

19

21

26

28

-

-

October 2020

5

10

12

17

19

24

26

-

-

3

PRICE PER PERSON 01/11/2019-31/03/2020:
CAT. TOURIST SUPERIOR
DBL/TPL
SUP SGL

Shoulder Season
Low Season
Sup. Deluxe Canal View

€ 599,00
€ 576,00
-

€ 201,00
€ 195,00
-

1st CAT. VENICE ISLAND
DBL/TPL
SUP SGL

€ 812,00
€ 745,00
€ 50,00 / € 34,00

€ 246,00
€ 235,00
€ 100,00

*Departure on 30th of march available in Tourist category only
Child 0/6 years free of charge if sharing parent’s room

PRICE PER PERSON 01/04/2020-31/10/2020:
CAT. TOURIST SUPERIOR
DBL/TPL
SUP SGL

Shoulder Season
Low Season
Sup. Deluxe Canal View

€ 675,00
€ 741,00
-

€ 239,00
€ 249,00
-

1st CAT. VENICE ISLAND
DBL/TPL
SUP SGL

€ 906,00
€ 985,00
€ 85,00 / € 57,00

€ 288,00
€ 301,00
€ 170,00

Child 0/6 years free of charge if sharing parent’s room

HOTELS:
CAT. TOURIST SUPERIOR

1st CAT. VENICE ISLAND

FLORENCE

RAFFAELLO 4*

RAFFAELLO 4*

VENICE

DELFINO (MESTRE) 4*

SANTA CHIARA 4*
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Gross rates in €uro

Escorted tours
8 Days / 7 nights
4 meals

FANTASIA ITALIANA
RATE INCLUDES:
- accommodation in the selected catergory,
- 7 nights accommodation being 3 nights in Rome, 2 nights in
Florence and 2 in Venice,
- visits with local guide in Rome, Florence and Venice;
- visit the Basilica of St. Mark’s with no line,
- visit the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter
(exclusive entrance without queue);
- daily breakfast and 4 meals (drinks not included).

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- city taxes,
- drinks.

LANGUAGES:
English, Spanish, Portuguese

CANCELLATION POLICY:
-

Until 15 days prior to departure: no fees;
from 14 days to 7 days prior to departure: 10%
from 6 days to 3 days prior to departure: 25%
from 2 days to 24 hours prior to departure or No-show: 100%
Working days are meant from Monday to Friday

ROME - ASSISI - SIENA - FLORENCE - BOLOGNA - PADUA - VENICE
TUSCANY WINE REGION (traditional lunch in Montepulciano) - ROME
DAY 1 - ROME
Welcome to Rome! After meet at the airport your driver,
you will be transferred to your hotel. Overnight stay.

DAY 2 - ROME - ASSISI - SIENA - FLORENCE
Departing at 7:15 am from your hotel by a deluxe coach,
you will arrive in Assisi, ready to explore, at your own
leisure, this tiny town surrounded by walls, built in the
Middle Ages. Take your time to visit the Basilica of St.
Francis, where you will see masterpieces by Giotto and
Cimabue and, then, have free time for lunch (not included).
Board on the bus to reach Siena, a Unesco World Heritage
Site, world-known for the Palio, the historical horse race
around the shell-shaped town square: Piazza del Campo.
Next, you will continue on to Florence, where you will
check in at your hotel before enjoying dinner and a
well-earned night of rest.

Chiana with a stop in Montepulciano, a medieval town rich in history and art. Known for its “Nobile” wine, on purchase
in local wine houses, Montepulciano also hosts an annual Jazz and Wine Festival every July. Lunch in a typical restaurant
included. After lunch, quick stop to spend some free time. In the evening, you will arrive in Rome to check in into your
hotel.

DAY 7 - ROME
Between 7:45 - 8:00 am, after breakfast, departure from the hotel for the included tour of the Vatican Museums, Sistine
Chapel and St. Peters’s Basilica with our exclusive “Skip the Line” access! No stress to reach the area: upon arrival,
your guide will lead you into the museums where you’ll visit one of the most important art collections of the world.
Walk along the beautiful Galleries of Tapestries and Geographical Maps before admiring Raphael’s Rooms and, then,
the amazing Sistine Chapel. After this incredible masterpiece, you will be taken by a privileged door to St. Peters’s
Basilica: the biggest church in the world! The tour ends in St. Peter’s Square: enjoy the rest of the Day to explore the
city at your own leisure or get any one of our selected tours for the afternoon or at night! Overnight stay.

DAY 8 - ROME
After breakfast, transfer to the airport.

DEPARTURE DATES 01/11/2019-31/03/2020:

DAY 3 - FLORENCE
After breakfast, you will spend the Day venturing around
beautiful Florence, the “Cradle of Renaissance, where, with
the help of Michelangelo, Italian art reached its pinnacle.
Based on etruscan-roman origins, the city flourished in the
Middle Ages as a free “Comune” and was further refined
during the Renaissance. You will be fascinated by the
uncountable monuments, churches and buildings as Santa
Maria del Fiore, more commonly referred to as the
Duomo. On your visit, you will be amazed by its magnificent
dome built by Filippo Brunelleschi. Cross a small piazza to
see the “Campanile” tower (partly designed by Giotto) and
the Baptistery, with its bronze doors where Michelangelo
imagined the “Gates of Paradise.” In the heart of the city,
you will see Piazza della Signoria, Palazzo della Signoria (also
known as Palazzo Vecchio), and the Basilica of Santa Croce.
Lunch in a typical Tuscan restaurant in Piazza Santa Croce.
Spend the afternoon strolling the cobblestone streets of
Florence on your own or take a short trip to Pisa (optional),
one of the four main historical Marine Republics of Italy.
There, you will tour the Piazza dei Miracoli with the
Duomo, Pisa’s symbol “the Leaning Tower” and the
Baptistery. Dinner at leisure, overnight stay in Florence.

DAY 4 - FLORENCE - BOLOGNA - PADUA VENICE
After breakfast in Florence, departure to Bologna. There,
you will discover the elegant city centre with its “porticos”,
its shopping streets and so on. From Piazza Malpighi you will
walk to Piazza del Nettuno and Piazza Maggiore (Neptune
square and Major square) in the heart of the city, then King
Renzo’s Palace; Palazzo Podestà and the basilica of San
Petronio, one of the biggest in the world. Bologna it’s a real
gourmet’s heaven…don’t miss a tasty meal at your own
leisure! In the afternoon, continue toward Padua, with
Sant’Antonio Basilica: one of the most visited churches by
pilgrims of the catholic world. Later in the afternoon, arrival
in Venice: the City of Love, one of the most romantic cities
of the whole world and, undoubtedly the most beautiful city
built by man! Check in at your hotel for dinner and
overnight stay.

Shoulder Season
December 2019
Low Season
November 2019
December 2019
January 2020
February 2020
March 2020

22

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3
8
12
9
8

10
26
23
15

17
22

29

-

-

-

-

-

-

DEPARTURE DATES 01/04/2020-31/10/2020:
Shoulder Season
August 2020
High Season
April 2020
May 2020
June 2020
July 2020
August 2020
September 2020
October 2020

2

7

9

14

16

21

23

-

-

-

5
1
5
3
28
4
2

12
3
7
5
30
6
4

19
8
12
10
11
9

26
10
14
12
13
11

15
19
17
18
16

17
21
19
20
18

22
26
24
25
23

24
28
26
27
25

29
31
-

31
-

PRICE PER PERSON 01/11/2019-31/03/2020:
CAT. TOURIST SUPERIOR
DBL/TPL
SUP SGL

Shoulder Season
Low Season
Sup. Deluxe Canal View

DAY 6 VENICE - TUSCANY WINE REGION
(traditional lunch in Montepulciano) - ROME
After breakfast, departure from Piazzale Rome heading to
Tuscany, world-known for its landscapes, its churches and
castles and its delicious wines. You will proceed to Val di

Gross rates in €uro
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€ 417,00
€ 357,00
-

€ 1.283,00
€ 1.168,00
€ 50,00 / € 34,00

€ 439,00
€ 412,00
€ 100,00

* Departure on 29th of march available in Tourist category only
Child 0/6 years free of charge if sharing parent’s room

PRICE PER PERSON 01/04/2020-31/10/2020:
CAT. TOURIST SUPERIOR
DBL/TPL
SUP SGL

DAY 5 - VENICE
After breakfast, enjoy your private water-taxi transfer to
Piazza San Marco, with “Skip the Line” tickets to visit the
splendid St. Mark’s Basilica and, after this, check out the
most iconic places of the “Floating City”: the Palazzo dei
Dogi, symbol of Venice’s glorious past, the legendary
“Bridge of Sighs”. Spend the afternoon roaming along
Venice’s canals at your leisure and then return to the hotel
and overnight.

€ 913,00
€ 852,00
-

1st CAT. VENICE ISLAND
DBL/TPL
SUP SGL

Shoulder Season
Low Season
Sup. Deluxe Canal View

€ 1.045,00 € 431,00
€ 1.099,00 € 456,00
-

1st CAT. VENICE ISLAND
DBL/TPL
SUP SGL

€ 1.425,00
€ 1.496,00
€ 85,00 / € 57,00

€ 481,00
€ 491,00
€ 170,00

Child 0/6 years free of charge if sharing parent’s room

HOTELS:
CAT. TOURIST SUPERIOR

1st CAT. VENICE ISLAND

FLORENCE

RAFFAELLO 4*

RAFFAELLO 4*

VENICE

DELFINO (MESTRE) 4*

SANTA CHIARA 4*

ROME

ROMA GARDEN 3*
SANTA COSTANZA 4*

ROMA BETTOJA HOTEL 4*

Escorted tours
4 days / 3 nights
in B/B

NORTH LAKES
Departure from Milan

MILAN - LAKE ORTA - STRESA - COMO - BELLAGIO - VARENNA - BERGAMO
BRESCIA - SIRMIONE - RIVA DEL GARDA - VERONA - MILAN
DAY 1 - MILAN - LAKE ORTA STRESA - COMO
Departure at 8:15 am from Starhotels Ritz to the
Lake Orta, a small and charming lake situated in the
north-eastern side of the region Piedmont. Stop in
the beautiful village of Orta San Giulio for a short visit.
Then, tour by boat to reach the island of San Giulio,
just in front of the village: it is known as “ the Pearl of
the Lake”, almost entirely occupied by the Monastery
Mater Ecclesiae, famous for studies on antique books.
After a short visit, you will take the ferry back to Orta
and then leave by bus to Stresa, on Lake Maggiore,
one of the largest Italian lakes. Wedged between the
pre-alps, and of clear glacial origin, it is framed in its
lower section by the soft hills of the region of Novara
and - in the upper section - by high mountain peaks
with perpetual snows. These features make possible
an average temperature during all seasons, milder in
winter than in the inner areas and cooled down in
summer by the breezes that blow on the water’s
surface changing the lake’s colour. Thanks to its mild
climate, many species of flowers and plants typical to
the sub-tropical climate could adapt to the lake areas
climate. Arrival in Stresa, an international tourist
resort situated in a central but also panoramic and
picturesque position along the lakeside roadway, just
in front of the ‘Borromee’ islands. Free time for lunch.
In the afternoon, tour of the “Isola dei Pescatori”
(Fishermen’s Island) by boat. The island, was named
after the main activity that, over the centuries, has
characterized this fishermen town. Although only few
families still maintain the original activity, the identity
of the small community appears intact. Tourists are
fascinated by its simple houses, the narrow lanes, the
stone portals and the attractive underpasses. We will
continue to the “Isola Bella” (The Beautiful Island),
where you might opt for a visit of the Borromeo
Palace with its magnificent gardens. Return to Stresa
(free time for lunch, not included). At the and of the
visit departure to Como. Overnight in the hotel.

Enjoy breakfast at your hotel before setting off on a
short visit of Como, a small town with amazing
natural panoramas of mountains, lake Como, and
wild alpine valleys. You’ll also see the industrialized
Brianzola hill, downtown Como, and the small
houses in the village. The lake itself, sometimes
called Lario, has long been famous for its y-shape, its
three branches intersecting at Bellagio, that you will
visit via boat. Separating the lake’s two southern
arms with the alps dominating the horizon to the
north, Bellagio is home to some of the most
charming landscapes in Italy. Spend some time
strolling this picturesque village with its small
streets, luxury hotels, villas, and gardens, stopping
for lunch in one of the many cafés in town (not
included). Back on the boat, you will make your way
to Varenna that afternoon, where you will have a
panoramic tour before moving on to Bergamo, a
truly historic and artistic jewel characterized by its
urban structure: the “lower town” (città bassa) is
modern and dynamic, while the famous “upper
town” (città alta) houses the city’s medieval history.
After a short walking tour in the city center,
departure to Brescia, where you will check in at
your new hotel for the night.

- 3 nights in accommodation being 1 nignt
in Como, 1 night in Brescia and 1 night in
Verona;
- Visit the region of the northern lakes (along
Orta, Stresa, Como, Bellagio, Varenna,
Bergamo, Brescia, Lake Garda);
- Wine tasting,
- Daily breakfast.

RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Flights,
- city taxes,
- any concept not mentioned in the
paragraph “rate includes”;
- drinks.

DAY 4 - VERONA - MILAN
Fuel up on breakfast at your hotel before setting out to see the famous city of Verona, a work
of art in itself. This fascinating crossroad of historical periods and cultures (both classical and
germanic) is a blend of both nordic and mediterranean influences that is both ancient and
modern. A walk through its narrow streets will allow you to get in touch with Verona’s varied
and fascinating past: traces of its splendid roman origins, its medieval structures, its magnificent
renaissance palaces, as well as the impressive fortifications protecting it. The combination of
art and history will fascinate you. Spend some time eating lunch (not included) before
departing for Milan, where your tour will come to an end.

LANGUAGES:
Englis, Spanish, Portuguese

CANCELLATION POLICY:

Departure dates 01/05/2020-31/10/2020:

May

8

22

29

June

5

19

26

July

10

24

-

August

7

21

-

September

11

18

25

October

9

23

-

-

Until 16 days prior to departure: no fees;
from 15 days to 8 days prior to departure: 25%
from 7 days to 5 days prior to departure: 50%
from 4 days to 24 hours prior to departure or No-show: 100%
Working days are meant from Monday to Friday

Price per person year 2020:
DBL/TPL

DAY 2 - COMO - BELLAGIO - VARENNA BERGAMO - BRESCIA

RATE INCLUDES:

lake’s west coast, taking in the splendid natural scenery: brilliant colors, the Dolomites of
Brenta, and the gentle slopes of the moraine hills. Enjoy the area’s rich vegetation,
including lemon trees, oleanders, magnolias, and bouganville that flourish thanks to the
mediterranean climate. So be sure to taste some of the olive oil and wines made locally.
Next, you will move on to Sirmione, where you will see the lake Garda and its surroundings at their finest. See the sun shining off of the lake’s blue waters and tree-lined shores,
the Sirmione cape, the Castle, and the Catullo’s ruins during a boat tour. Back on land,
you will have free time for lunch before departing for Riva del Garda on the north side of
the lake, where you will see its venetian-style historic center. Verona will be your final
stop of the day, where you will check in to your hotel for the night.

SGL

€ 1.011,00

€ 1.131,00
Children up to 6 years free if sharing parents’ room

Hotels:
UNIQUE CATEGORY

COMO

COMO 4*

BRESCIA

IGEA 4*

VERONA

MONTRESOR PALACE 4*

During trade shows in Milan a supplement applies: € 150,00 per pax (not commissionable).
Accommodaion in central Milan is not guaranteed.

DAY 3 - BRESCIA - SIRMIONE - RIVA
DEL GARDA - VERONA
Lake Garda, the largest lake in Italy, is the
next destination. After breakfast at your
hotel, you will have a panoramic tour of the
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Gross rates in €uro

